January 6, 2015

The free POS cash register app AirREGI
now supports 134 countries and regions
Starting off with an Android English version release
Recruit Lifestyle Co., Ltd. (head office: Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo; President and Representative Director: Yoshihiro Kitamura; hereinafter “Recruit Lifestyle”) will release an
English version of the POS cash register app AirREGI for free, which it will launch on Tuesday, January 6, 2015. Support will first be provided for the Android Tablet
version, and the application will be available for download from Google Play in 134 countries and regions (*).

Overview of the AirREGI English version
Functions of the AirREGI English version will initially be limited to
simplified POS cash register app functions, and it will be released as a
separate app from the current AirREGI, allowing customization based on
the business practices of each country.
In consideration of factors including the global penetration rate, an
Android tablet version will first be released and made available for
download from Google Play in 134 countries and regions (*as of January
6, 2015).
Initially, the app will be a simple and POS cash register app with an
emphasis on offline usability in areas with less developed
telecommunications environments, and in the future, efforts will be made
so that the app is used by even more people through functions such as
credit card payment, linkage with accounting software, reservation and
customer management, inventory management; support for various
operating systems and devices; and support for languages other than
English.
- Unique features of the English version
・Offline operation is possible,
even in areas without telecommunications.
・Support provided for decimal points and the currencies of each country.
・Customizable to support the tax system of each country, including
consumption taxes.
Multiple taxes and rounding down are also supported.
・157 different currencies can be selected from.
The name of the currency is displayed on the payment display.
・Possible to select the time zone of each country.
・In addition to English, characters such as Thai and Arabic characters
can be input in the menu.
Receipts can be printed without concerns of garbled characters.
* It is necessary to have a printer separately available.

▼See below for details on the AirREGI English version.
http://air-regi.com
(The app cannot be downloaded from the Japan Google Play store.)

▲The language of each country can be displayed on the menu
and printed on receipts.

▲ The name of the currency and decimal points can be
displayed on the payment display. Taxes can also be
customized based on business practices.

What is AirREGI?
AirREGI is a free POS cash register app for conducting the cash register functions required for the retail industry, restaurant industry, and each service
industry on a smartphone or tablet. Service provision commenced on November 19, 2013, and the number of accounts using AirREGI exceeded 100,000 in
one year. AirREGI can be used by simply installing a free app on a smartphone or tablet, making the simple introduction of a POS cash register possible.
The use of this app can greatly reduce the initial costs required for various events.
In Japan, support is being provided to store customers through partnerships with services operated by Recruit Lifestyle including the gourmet coupon
information site Hot Pepper and the Recruit Point point app Air Wallet, while support is being provided for cost reductions and workload reductions by
stores through partnerships with the mobile payment service Square (https://squareup.com/jp) and the completely automatic cloud accounting service
freee (http://www.freee.co.jp).
There are plans to continue to introduce even more convenient features in the future.
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